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Abstract. Many domains such as scientific computing and neuroscience require
end users to compose heterogeneous computational entities to automate their pro-
fessional tasks. However, an issue that frequently hampers such composition is
data-mismatches between computational entities. Although, many composition
frameworks today provide support for data mismatch resolution through special-
purpose data converters, end users still have to put significant effort in dealing
with data mismatches, e.g., identifying the available converters and determining
which of them meet their QoS expectations. In this paper we present an approach
that eliminates this effort by automating the detection and resolution of data mis-
matches. Specifically, it uses architectural abstractions to automatically detect
different types of data mismatches, model-generation techniques to fix those mis-
matches, and utility theory to decide the best fix based on QoS constraints. We
illustrate our approach in the neuroscience domain where data-mismatches can
be fixed in an efficient manner on the order of few seconds.

1 Introduction

Computations are pervasive across many domains today, where end users have to com-
pose heterogeneous computational entities to perform and automate their professional
tasks. Unlike professional programmers, these end users have to write compositions
to support the goals of their domains, where programming is a means to an end, but
not their primary expertise [10]. Such end users, often form large communities that
are spread across various domains, e.g., Bioinformatics [23], Intelligence Analysis [26]
or Neurosciences.1 End users in these communities often compose computational en-
tities to automate their tasks and in silico2 experiments. This requires them to work
within their domain-specific styles of construction, following the constraints of their
domain [8]. They often treat their computations and tools as black boxes, that can be
reused across various tasks. Developers in these domains have been using approaches
based on Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) [9] to enable rapid composition of com-
putations from third-party tools, APIs and services. There exist large repositories of

1 http://neugrid4you.eu
2 Tasks performed on computer or via computer simulation.
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Table 1. Common types of data mismatches

Type Description

DataType Results from conflicting assumptions on the signature of the data and the compo-
nents that consume it, e.g., a computation requires different data type.

Format Results from conflicting assumptions on the format of the data being interchanged
among the composed parts, e.g., xml vs. csv (comma separated values).

Content Results from conflicting assumptions on the data scope of the data being inter-
changed among components, e.g., the format of the output carries less data content
than is required by the format of the subsequent input.

Structural Results from conflicting assumptions on the internal organization of the data being
interchanged among the composed parts, e.g., different coordinates system such as
Polar vs. Cartesian data or different dimensions such as 3D vs. 4D.

Conceptual Results from conflicting assumptions on the semantics of the data being inter-
changed among the composed parts, e.g., brain structure vs. brain activity or dis-
tance vs. temperature.

reusable services such as BioCatalogue, BIRN and INCF,3 and supporting domain-
specific environments to compose them, e.g., Taverna [11] and LONI Pipeline.4

However, despite the popularity of such composition environments and repositories,
the growing number of heterogeneous services makes composition hard for end users
across these domains. Often end users have to compose computational entities that have
conflicting assumptions about the data interchanged among them (as shown in Table
1).5 That is, it is common for their inputs and outputs to be incompatible with those
of the other computational entities with which they must be composed. This claim is
supported by recent studies that have shown that about 30% of the services in scientific
workflows are data conversion services [28]. Some composition frameworks today pro-
vide data mismatch detection facilities and special-purpose data converters that can be
inserted at the point of the mismatch. In spite of this, data mismatch detection and res-
olution continues to be time-consuming and error-prone for the following reasons: (a)
most current composition environments detect only type mismatches, while other mis-
matches are often undetected (e.g., format, content, structural, and conceptual), (b) due
to the prevalence of converters in repositories such as BioCatalogue or BIRN, end users
frequently have several converters to select from, often manually, (c) instead of a single
converter, a solution might involve a combination of converters. This results in a com-
binatorial explosion of possibilities, and (c) among several repair alternatives, end users
need to choose the best one with respect to multiple QoS concerns, e.g., accuracy, data
loss, distortion. Today, this assessment is done by “trial and error,” a time-consuming
process often leading to non-optimal solutions.

The key contribution of this work is an approach that automates the detection and
resolution of data mismatches, thus reducing the burden to end users. Specifically, our

3 www.biocatalogue.org, www.birncommunity.org and www.incf.org
4 pipeline.loni.ucla.edu
5 We studied the literature in data mismatches and organized them in common types. However,

this should not be considered as a complete list.

www.biocatalogue.org
www.birncommunity.org
www.incf.org
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approach uses: (i) architectural abstractions to automatically detect different types of
data mismatches, (ii) model-generation techniques to support the automatic generation
of repair alternatives, and (iii) utility theory to automatically check for satisfaction of
multiple QoS constraints in repair alternatives. We demonstrate the efficiency and cost-
effectiveness of the approach for workflow composition in the neuroscience domain.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the
background and related work. In Section 3 we describe the proposed approach and in
Section 4 we demonstrate it in practice via an example. In Section 5 we present a dis-
cussion and evaluation of the approach. Finally, in Section 6, we discuss the conclusions
and future work.

2 Background and Related Work

Garlan et al. [14] introduced the term architectural mismatch to refer to conflicting as-
sumptions made by an architectural element about different aspects of the system it is
to be a part of, including those about data. Regarding data-related aspects, there is work
focused on: (a) categorizing and detecting (architectural) data mismatches and (b) au-
tomatically resolving them. In this section, we relate our work to other literature in these
two categories.

Categorizing and Detecting Data Mismatches. There have been numerous efforts in
the categorization and formal definition of data mismatches. Cámara et al. [5] defined
the term “data mismatch” while in [3] Bhuta and Boehm defined “signature mismatch”;
both mismatches highlight the differences that occur among two service components’
interfaces with respect to the type and format of their input and output parameters. Sim-
ilarly, Grenchanik et al. [19] defined “message data model mismatch” to describe differ-
ences in the format of the messages to be interchanged among components. Mismatch
42 in [13] refers to “sharing or transferring data with differing underlying representa-
tions.” Previously, Belhajjame et. al. [2], Bhuta and Boehm [3] and Li et. al. [24] de-
scribed mismatches for service compositions. Our data-mismatch resolution approach
extends these previous efforts on categorizing data mismatches and formalizes them as
rules to detect them amongst architectural components. In particular, we: (i) identify
a set of relevant classes of data mismatches as constraint failures, (ii) use this error
information to characterize the mismatches in an architectural style, (iii) build specific
analyses to support the detection of the identified mismatches, and (iv) have constructed
a prototype tool to detect them during system composition. In contrast to these works,
we can detect more specialized data mismatches such as the ones shown in Table 1 us-
ing an architectural approach that is more suitable for automated formal analysis.

Resolving Data Mismatches. There exists some literature that addresses data-mismatch
through automatic resolution approaches. The common approach across this work has
been to use adapters, which are components that can be plugged between the mis-
matched components to convert the data inputs and outputs as necessary. Kongdenfha
et al. [22] and Bowers and Ludascher [4] used adapters to convert among formats and
internal structures of services’ data. Several end-user composition environments today
also use adapters for data mismatch resolution. For example, Taverna introduces shims
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that could implement data conversion services6. Similarly, LONI Pipeline provides the
notion of smartlines [25] that encapsulate data conversion tools that resolve data for-
mat compatibility issues during workflow composition. However, unlike our approach,
these works primarily focus on the automatic generation of adapters rather than on the
selection and composition of existing ones. Besides that, these approaches work only
for specific data types and formats (e.g., XML) and do not provide support for han-
dling QoS concerns of end users to drive the selection of converters. Even when some
environments provide selection support, they do not consider the scenario of having
multiple adapters to choose from to solve the same data mismatch.

In the following sections, we describe how our approach addresses the shortcomings
in the above discussed works.

3 Approach

As depicted in Figure 1, the approach presented in this paper is comprised of three main
phases: (Data) Mismatch Detection, (Data) Mismatch Repair Finding and (Data) Mis-
match Repair Evaluation. These three phases use (i) architectural descriptions for com-
ponents and compositions to automatically detect different types of data mismatches,
(ii) model-generation techniques to support the automatic generation of repair alter-
natives, and (iii) utility theory to automatically check for satisfaction of multiple QoS
constraints in repair alternatives.
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Fig. 1. The three main phases of the approach to data mismatch detection and resolution

Note that it is not the end users who create such architectural descriptions; such
descriptions already exist and are created by component developers and domain ex-
perts through means like SCORE [8] and SCUFL (from Taverna) [11]. We build on
our previous work on the SCORE architectural style, which provides a generic mod-
eling vocabulary for the specification of data-flow oriented workflows that comprises
the following elements: component types –which represent the primary computational
elements, connector types –which represent interactions among components, proper-
ties –which represent semantic information about the components and connectors, and
constraints –which represent restrictions on the definition and usage of components or
connectors, e.g., allowable values of properties and topological restrictions.

6 www.taverna.org.uk/introduction/services-in-taverna/

www.taverna.org.uk/introduction/services-in-taverna/
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SCORE can be specialized to various domains through refinement and inheritance.
This requires style designers and domain experts to construct substyles that extend the
SCORE style and add properties and domain-specific constraints that allow end users
to correctly construct workflows within that domain. In the example presented in this
paper we use the FSL (Sub)Style, which includes components, properties, and con-
straints specific to neuroscience compositions. Figure 2 illustrates the specialization of
some of SCORE’s components types (i.e., Data Store, Service and User Interface) for
the neuroscience domain via inheritance. The FSL (Sub)Style, shown on the left-hand
side of the figure, includes specializations of service components that provide the func-
tionality of some of the tools offered by the FSL neuroscience suite.7 In previous work
we have also demonstrated the refinement of SCORE for the dynamic network analy-
sis domain [8]. Figure 2 shows some of the components in the resulting substyles, i.e.,
Dynamic Network Analysis and SORASCS.

User Interface

fslview AutoMap ORA DyNet ... Krackplot

SCORE Style
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Fig. 2. Component refinement by inheritance

Program 1 shows a snippet of an ADL-like8 specification that illustrates specializa-
tion of FSL Style elements. Data format and data structure information are added as
properties of the ports of the flirt service component.9 Note also that the flirt

Program 1. Example of data ports with format and structural information

Property Type l e g a l F o r m a t s = Enum {NIfTI , DICOM} ;
Property Type l e g a l I n t e r n a l S t r u c t u r e = Enum {Aligned , NotAl igned } ;
Port Type In = {

Property f o r m a t : s e t o f l e g a l F o r m a t s ;
Property s t r u c t u r e : l e g a l I n t e r n a l S t r u c t u r e ;

}
Port Type Out = {

Property f o r m a t : s e t o f l e g a l F o r m a t s ;
Property s t r u c t u r e : l e g a l I n t e r n a l S t r u c t u r e ;

}
Component Type f l i r t extends R e g i s t r a t i o n = {

Port In : in ;
Port Out : o u t ;

}

7 http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/
8 We assume familiarity with Architectural Description Languages (ADL) syntax.
9 In various architectural styles data ports are used to denote data elements produced (output)

and consumed (input) by components.

http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/
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service component inherits from the Registration service component in the Neuro-
science (Sub)Style, which in turn inherits from the Service component in the SCORE
Style as shown in Figure 2. The specialization of the SCORE style can be as detailed
as needed in a particular domain. The resulting architectural specifications can be used
to automatically check constraints to detect various types of violations in compositions.
As we will show later, in this work we take advantage of all these aspects to detect data
mismatches and construct legal repair alternatives.

3.1 Mismatch Detection Phase

End users are often constrained by their domain-specific styles of construction while
composing computations. By enforcing constraints that restrict the values of the prop-
erties of a composition, end-user compositions can be analyzed for data mismatches.
Architectural specifications are particularly useful for such a verification, as they embed
constraints that are evaluated at design time. In our approach, the Mismatch Detection
Engine analyzes compositions with respect to the mismatches described in Table 1 by
using the properties and constraints defined by SCORE (and the additional substyles).
For example, this predicate can be used to define an analysis to detect a data mismatch
involving both format and structural aspects:
f o r a l l c1 , c2 : S e r v i c e | c o n n e c t e d ( c1 , c2 ) −>

s i z e ( i n t e r s e c t i o n ( c1 . o u t . fo rma t , c2 . in . f o r m a t ) ) > 0
AND ( c1 . o u t . s t r u c t u r e == c2 . in . s t r u c t u r e )

The predicate states that it is not enough for a pair of connected Services c1 and c2
to deal with data of the same format (e.g., DICOM or NIfTI10), but the data must also
have the same structural properties (e.g., Aligned or NotAligned). Predicates are imple-
mented as type checkers that take end-user specifications and detect data mismatches.
Once a mismatch is detected via the defined analyses, the Mismatch Detection Engine
retrieves the architectural specifications of the pair of mismatched components and out-
puts this to the repair finding phase.

3.2 Repair Finding Phase

Selecting correct composition elements with appropriate properties, with right connec-
tions, has always been a tricky process, as people often make mistakes. In this phase, our
approach attempts to solve this problem by taking declarative specifications of the pair
of mismatched composition elements, along with the constraints in which they could be
combined, and use a model generator to find a configuration that satisfies them.

Fig. 3 outlines how our approach uses the Alloy Analyzer [18] (as a model genera-
tor) to generate valid compositions that satisfy the domain-specific constraints. These
form the repair alternatives for the compositions. The Repair Finding Engine takes
architectural specifications of both the (pair of) mismatched components and a set of
conversion components as input and translates them into Alloy specifications. For an
accurate model-generation, our approach also requires an Alloy model of the archi-
tectural style of the target system to which the mismatched components belong, that
includes the constraints in which the components can be used (as denoted in Fig. 3).

10 DICOM and NIfTI are data formats used to store volumetric brain-imaging data.
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Fig. 3. The Repair Finding Engine

In recent years, various approaches to model architectural constructs in Alloy have
been developed, e.g., [20,17]. In our work, we have adopted the approach in [20] where
architectural types are specified as signatures (sig) and architectural constraints are
specified as facts (fact) or predicates (pred). To provide a general idea of this trans-
lation method, consider the following ADL-like specification of the dinifti service
component shown in the FSL (Sub)Style in Figure 2:

Component Type d i n i f t i extends T h i r d P a r t y T o o l = {
in . f o r m a t = DICOM;
. . .

}
The component extends the generic component type ThirdPartyTool and defines one
port of the type In with a DICOM format value. Using the adopted translation method,
results in the Alloy specification shown in Program 2. In this specification the extends
keyword specifies style-specific types extending the signatures of generic ones, while
the format and in relations model containment relations among types.

Program 2. A component specification in Alloy

s i g l e g a l F o r m a t s {}
s i g NIfTI , DICOM extends l e g a l F o r m a t s{}
s i g In { f o r m a t : l e g a l F o r m a t s}
s i g T h i r d P a r t y T o o l extends S e r v i c e { in : In , . . . }
s i g d i n i f t i extends T h i r d P a r t y T o o l {}

f a c t { d i n i f t i . in . f o r m a t = {DICOM} . . . }

While generating the legal repair, we use the constructibility of specific architectural
configuration analysis described in [20]. A simple version of this analysis can be per-
formed by instructing the Alloy Analyzer to search for a model instance that violates
no assertions and constraints within the specified scope number (using the run for 1

command). The Repair Finding Engine thus finds all the valid instances of a repair al-
ternative by having multiple runs of this command. As depicted in Fig. 3, the Alloy
Analyzer stores these instances as XML files. These files are then automatically trans-
formed to architectural specifications to be processed in the next phase of the approach.

3.3 Repair Evaluation Phase

Service repositories often have a large number of converters available that could lead
to multiple repair choices for a data mismatch. In this phase, our approach automates a
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solution for such scenarios through a utility based strategy. We assume that most com-
position scenarios have some quality of service criteria such as speed, number of com-
putation steps, quality of output etc., which can enable the selection of an appropriate
repair strategy that maximizes the utility value of the resulting composition. Therefore,
architectural specifications of the set of repair alternatives and a QoS Profile are inputs
to the Repair Evaluation Engine (see Figure 4). This information is used to calculate an
overall QoS value for each repair alternative by using utility theory [12].

We implemented a simple repair evaluation strategy using QoS profiles for compo-
sitions. A QoS Profile is a XML-based template that is meant to be filled in by the
end user with two main types of QoS information: (i) QoS expectations for a repair
alternative and (ii) importance of each QoS concern in the profile compared to other
concerns. QoS concerns are defined as quality attributes and expectations on them are
characterized as utilities. Here, utility is a measure of relative satisfaction –received by
the consumer of a service that explains some phenomenon in terms of increasing or de-
creasing such satisfaction. For instance, let x1, x2, x3 be in a set of alternative choices.
If the decision-maker prefers x1 to x2 and x2 to x3, then the utility values uxi assigned
to the choices must be such that ux1 ≤ ux2 ≤ ux3. In utility theory, a utility function of
the form: u : X → R can be used to specify the utility u of a set of alternatives, where
X denotes the set of alternative choices and R denotes the set of utility values. For
example, the “accuracy” quality attribute could have a utility function defined by the
points 〈(Opt, 1.0), (Ave, 0.5), (Low, 0.0)〉 to represent that an optimal accuracy (Opt)
gives an utility of 1.0, an average accuracy (Ave) gives the utility of 0.5, and a low accu-
racy (Low) gives no utility. An end user might need to specify preferences over multiple
quality attributes to denote their relative importance. For example, in some situations
the designer may require the urgent execution of the workflow. Thus, a repair alterna-
tive should run as quickly as possible, perhaps at the expense of fidelity of the result.
Conversely, when converting among data formats, minimizing distortion can also be an
important concern. In the QoS Profile this information is specified as weights.
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Fig. 4. The Repair Evaluation Engine

To calculate the utility of a repair alternative, it is necessary to first calculate a set
of aggregated quality attribute values (aggQA) for a repair alternative. These values,
computed via a set of built-in domain-specific functions, are analogous to the quality
attributes values exposed by each converter but they apply to a whole repair alternative.
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For example, suppose that a repair alternative comprises a sequence of three convert-
ers C exposing the following values for the distortion quality attribute: Average (e.g.,
0.5), Average (e.g., 0.5) and Optimal (e.g., 1.0). A distortion aggregated value for the
whole repair alternative in this case could be Average (i.e., 0.5) when using the follow-

ing domain-specific function:11 aggQADist : 1/m
k∑

i=1

= Dist(Ck), with m = n + 1.

There is one function for each quality attribute in the QoS Profile. In this approach, con-
verters must define values for the quality attributes to be considered in the QoS Profile
in order to apply these functions.

Using the above information, and based on the ideas presented in [6], we have de-
fined a straightforward way to compute the overall utility of a repair alternative. Given
a set of repair alternatives, each defining a set of q quality attributes, a set of aggregated
quality attributes values aggQA, a utility function u that assigns an utility value to each
aggQA and an importance value w for each one of these q quality attributes; a utility

function U of the form: U :
q∑

i=1

= wi ∗ u(aggQAi), with
q∑

i=1

wi = 1, can be used

to calculate the overall utility for each repair alternative. The utilities for the alterna-
tives are used to provide a ranking that the end-user can use to select the best repair
alternative to the detected mismatch.

4 Example

In this section we illustrate our approach with an example of workflow construction
in the neuroscience domain via a prototype tool called SWiFT [8], which provides a
graphical workflow construction environment. The tool uses a simplified version of
the SCORE architectural style to drive workflow construction and incorporates some
analyses to verify their validity at design time. We have extended it, as described in
Section 3, to allow for data mismatch detection. In this example we use both Data
Services (to access data stores) and FSL Services.

4.1 The Neuroscience Domain

In the neuroscience domain, scientists study samples of human brain images and neural
activity to diagnose disease patterns. This often entails analyzing large brain-imaging
datasets by processing and visualizing them. Such datasets typically contain 3D vol-
umes of binary data divided to voxels, as shown in Figure 5 (a).12 Across many such
datasets, besides the geometrical representation, brain volumes also differ in their ori-
entation. Therefore, when visualizing different brain volumes a scientist must “align”
them by performing registration. When two brain volumes A and B are registered, the
same anatomical features have the same position in a common brain reference system,
i.e., the nose position in A is in the same position in B, see Figure 5 (b). Thus, registra-
tion of brain volumes allows integrated brain-imaging views.

11 Dist stands for distortion.
12 A voxel is a unit volume of specific dimensions, e.g. width, length and height.
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Fig. 5. (a) Volumes in voxels and (b) registered volumes with same brain reference

Processing and visualizing data sets require scientists in this domain to compose a
number brain-imaging tools and services provided by different vendors. The selection
of tools and services is carried out manually and often driven by analysis-dependent
values of domain-specific QoS constraints, e.g., accuracy, data loss, distortion. In this
context, the heterogeneous nature of services and tools often leads to data mismatches;
thus, scientists also need to select conversion tools and services to resolve them.

4.2 Workflow Composition Scenario

Consider that during workflow composition a scientist needs to visualize a set of brain-
image volumes. These volumes store brain images of the same person as 3D DICOM
volumes. The volumes are not registered, i.e., they are not aligned to the same brain ref-
erence system. To visualize this data, the scientist tries to compose the Set of Volumes
data service – which can read the actual store where the volumes are, and the Visualize
Volumes service – which enables their visualization. Table 2 shows an excerpt of the
specifications of the operations’ parameters of these two services. As can be seen, the
Visualize Volumes service requires data that is already registered and in ‘NIfTI’ format
(see its registered=‘Yes’ and format=‘NIfTI’ input parameters). Thus, these two ser-
vices cannot be composed as they have both a format and a structural mismatch, i.e.,
the interchanged data has both a different format and internal organization.

Table 2. An excerpt of the parameter specifications of the services in the example

Service Operation Input parameters Output parameters

Set of read name=‘out’ type=‘files’ format=‘DICOM’
Volumes Volumes registered=‘No’ sameSubject=‘Yes’
Visualize view name=‘in’ type=‘files’ format=‘NIfTI’
Volumes registered=‘Yes’ sameSubject=‘Yes|No’

dinifti DICOM name=‘in’ type=‘files’ name=‘out’ type=‘files’
toNIfTI format=‘DICOM’ registered=‘No|Yes’ format=‘NIfTI’ registered=‘Yes|No’

dcm2nii dc2nii name=‘in’ type=‘files’ format=‘DICOM’ name=‘out’ type=‘files’ format=‘NIfTI’
registered=’No|Yes’ sameSubject=‘Yes|No’ sameSubject=‘Yes|No’ registered=‘Yes|No’

flirt register name=‘in’ type=‘files’ format=‘NIfTI’ name=‘out’ type=‘files’ format=‘NIfTI’
registered=’No’ sameSubject=‘Yes|No’ registered=’Yes’ sameSubject=‘Yes|No’

fnirt register name=‘in’ type=‘files’ format=‘NIfTI’ name=‘out’ type=‘files’ format=‘NIfTI’
registered=’No’ sameSubject=‘Yes|No’ registered=’Yes’ sameSubject=‘Yes|No’
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Table 3. Some brain-imaging tools to perform registration and format conversion

Operation Description Name

LINEAR REGISTRATION Align one brain volume to another using linear transformations opera-
tions, e.g., rotation, translations.

flirt

NON-LINEAR REGISTRATION Extends linear registration allowing local deformations using non-linear
methods to achieve a better alignment, e.g., warping, local distortions.

fnirt

FORMAT CONVERSION Converts images from the DICOM format to the NIfTI format used by
FSL, SPM5, MRIcron and many other brain imaging tools.

dinifti,
dcm2nii

4.3 Data Mismatch Detection and Resolution

Figure 6 (a) shows how the data mismatch is presented to the scientist in our tool once
it is detected by an analysis based on the predicate presented in Section 3.1. In order to
compose these two services, the scientist should invoke the Repair Finding Engine by
clicking on the “Resolve Data Mismatch” button in the tool interface (shown on the left
hand side of Figure 6 (a)). We illustrate the case of a repair involving a combination of
converters, see Table 3. Format conversion can be performed by using either the dinifti
or the dcm2nii service converters. Registration can be performed by using the either the
flirt or the fnirt FSL services. Part of the operations’ parameter specifications of such
services is also shown in Table 2. Based on these specifications and the corresponding
Alloy Models, the Repair Finding Engine finds the following repair alternatives (RA):

RA1: Set of Volumes - dinifti - flirt - Visualize Volumes
RA2: Set of Volumes - dinifti - fnirt - Visualize Volumes
RA3: Set of Volumes - dcm2nii - flirt - Visualize Volumes
RA4: Set of Volumes - dcm2nii - fnirt - Visualize Volumes

All of these alternates are legal, as they obey the architectural style’s constraints that
restrict their structure and properties. However, because the constituent conversion ser-
vices have different quality attribute values –see Program 3, the overall QoS of each
repair alternative is different. Let’s assume that the scientist has specific QoS require-
ments for a repair. He would like to have no distortion in the brain-image; he would
like to have an optimal speed and accuracy, but would be OK with their average val-
ues. However, low value of speed or accuracy, or distortion is not acceptable for this
composition. This information, specified in the QoS Profile, can be summarized as fol-
lows: Accuracy: 〈(Optimal, 1.0), (Average, 0.5), (Low, 0.0)〉, Speed: 〈(Optimal, 1.0),
(Average, 0.5), (Low, 0.0)〉 and Distortion: 〈(Y, 0.0), (N, 1.0)〉, with the 0.5, 0.1 and 0.4
weight values respectively.

Based on the QoS information, and using a set of built-in domain-specific functions,
the Repair Evaluation Engine calculates the following aggregated quality attribute
values:13

RA1: aggQADist = N, aggQASp = Ave, aggQAAcc = Opt.
RA2: aggQADist = Y, aggQASp = Ave, aggQAAcc = Opt.
RA3: aggQADist = N, aggQASp = Opt, aggQAAcc = Opt.
RA4: aggQADist = Y, aggQASp = Ave, aggQAAcc = Opt.

13 Dist = Distortion, Sp = Speed, Acc = Accuracy, Opt=Optimal, Ave=Average.
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Program 3. QoS specifications of the FSL services
<QoSSpecification> <!-- dinifti -->
<att><name>Distortion</name><val>N</val></att>
<att><name>Speed</name><val>Average</val></att>
<att><name>Accuracy</name><val>Optimal</val></att>

</QoSSpecification>
<QoSSpecification> <!-- dcm2nii -->
<att><name>Distortion</name><val>N</val></att>
<att><name>Speed</name><val>Optimal</val></att>
<att><name>Accuracy</name><val>Optimal</val></att>

</QoSSpecification>
<QoSSpecification> <!-- flirt -->
<att><name>Distortion</name><val>N</val></att>
<att><name>Speed</name><val>Optimal</val></att>
<att><name>Accuracy</name><val>Optimal</val></att>

</QoSSpecification>
<QoSSpecification> <!-- fnirt -->
<att><name>Distortion</name><val>Y</val></att>
<att><name>Speed</name><val>Average</val></att>
<att><name>Accuracy</name><val>Optimal</val></att>

</QoSSpecification>

With all this available information, the Repair Evaluation Engine can compute the over-
all utility of each repair alternative via the utility function U described in Section 3.3.

URA1 = wDist ∗ u(aggQADist) + wSp ∗ u(aggQASp) + wAcc ∗ u(aggQAAcc)

= 0.5 ∗ 1.0 + 0.1 ∗ 0.5 + 0.4 ∗ 1.0 = 0.95

URA2 = wDist ∗ u(aggQADist) + wSp ∗ u(aggQASp) + wAcc ∗ u(aggQAAcc)

= 0.50 ∗ 0.00 + 0.10 ∗ 0.50 + 0.40 ∗ 1.0 = 0.25

URA3 = wDist ∗ u(aggQADist) + wSp ∗ u(aggQASp) + wAcc ∗ u(aggQAAcc)

= 0.5 ∗ 1.0 + 0.1 ∗ 1.0 + 0.4 ∗ 1.0 = 1.0

URA4 = wDist ∗ u(aggQADist) + wSp ∗ u(aggQASp) + wAcc ∗ u(aggQAAcc)

= 0.5 ∗ 0.0 + 0.1 ∗ 0.50 + 0.4 ∗ 1.00 = 0.45

Fig. 6. (a) Data mismatch detection in our tool, (b) Workflow after mismatch resolution
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The obtained results are ranked and alternative 3, which has the highest utility, allows
automatic generation of the workflow shown in Figure 6 (b). This mismatch resolu-
tion strategy not only generates a correct workflow, but it also alleviates the otherwise
painful task of manual search and error resolution by the end users.

5 Discussion and Evaluation

In this section we discuss and evaluate our approach with respect to (a) its usefulness for
the targeted end users, (b) its implementation cost and flexibility, and (c) the efficiency
and scalability of the used techniques.

Usefulness for the Targeted End Users. Traditional composition requires low-level
technical expertise, which is not the case for many end users in some domains. For soft-
ware systems, architectural abstractions for components and composition help to bridge
the gap between non-technical and technical aspects of the software. We exploit this to
address the problems in end-user composition. Our approach is aided by architectural
abstractions, which allow a generic system modeling vocabulary that does not deal with
low-level technical aspects, and therefore can be more easily understood and used by
non-technical users. Such abstractions are designed once (by experts and component
developers) and can be reused multiple times by the end users.

Another aspect of our approach is the need for end users to specify multiple QoS
values. Although end users do not think explicitly about QoS attributes, they certainly
think implicitly about them. Informal discussions with end users highlights that they are
concerned about how long an analysis will take (i.e. performance), whether information
will leak (i.e. privacy), whether resulting images are suitable for a particular diagnostic
goal (i.e. precision, data loss) and the like. Our approach asks them to think about and
quantify these explicitly to help them identify better compositions for their requirements.

Implementation Cost and Flexibility. Because of the nature of our approach, its im-
plementation cost can be significantly minimized by reusing or refining several arti-
facts such as the architectural styles, the analyses, the translation rules to Alloy, the
domain-specific aggregation functions and the overall QoS utility function. Although
some effort is needed for creating these artifacts, this effort is required only once by
a style designer and a domain expert and the resulting artifacts can be reused later
many times by end-users during workflow construction. Moreover, as discussed before,
many of these artifacts can be reused through refinement. Note that the modeling con-
structs of languages such as BPEL or the domain-specific ones used by composition
environments such Taverna and LONI Pipeline can be reused many times, but cannot
be refined to specific domains, like ours. Moreover, our approach is flexible enough to
be integrated in composition tools; for example the SWiFT tool, used in the examples
described in Section 4.

Efficiency and Scalability. A large number of languages today support the composition
of computational elements. Examples include, BPEL, code scripts, and domain-specific
composition languages (DSCLs) used by Taverna and LONI Pipeline. However, most
of these provide very low-level and/or generic modeling constructs, and hence are not
very efficient for end-user tasks [8]. Architectural specifications, in contrast, provide
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high-level constructs that can be reused and refined to address composition in specific
application domains. The formal nature of architectural specifications enables various
analyses to be performed automatically. We illustrated this by reusing and refining some
architectural definitions in SCORE; specifically by adding properties to data ports and
constraints on them, we were able to handle a bigger scope and tackle data mismatch
detection in the neuroscience domain. Thus, as shown in Table 4, we claim that archi-
tectural specifications are more efficient and scalable than BPEL, code scripts or the
mentioned domain-specific languages.

Table 4. Efficiency and scalability aspects for some composition specification languages

Architectural Specifications BPEL, Scripts, DSCLs

Efficiency (in terms of): Robust Limited
Automated Analysis
Scalability (in terms of): Robust No support
Refinement of abstractions

In comparison, several formal methods have been used to support the automated
composition of architectural elements at design time. A majority of existing work in
web-service automation focuses on using Artificial Intelligence (AI) planning tech-
niques [1].14 Although, many such AI planning techniques guarantee correctness of
the generated compositions based on logic, a correct composition might not be the op-
timal composition, as it is recognized that planners tend to generate unnecessarily long
plans [21] and little consideration is given to QoS aspects while selecting the services
in a plan [1]. Additionally, AI planning based service composition tools such as SHOP2
[27] do not consider the scenario of having more than one service for a plan’s action.
Therefore, multiple composition plans cannot be generated. Another interesting line of
work has been towards assisted mash-up composition using pattern-based approaches,
e.g. [7] –despite the fact that not all the evaluation aspects presented in Table 5 apply
for them. A mashup consists of several components, namely mashlets, implementing
specific functionalities. Thus, pattern-based approaches to mashup composition aim at
suggesting pre-existing “glue patterns”, made of mashlets, in order to autocomplete a
mashup. Most of this work relies on an autocompletion mechanism based on syntactic
aspects of the signatures of the mashlets and the “collective wisdom” of previous users
that have successfully use the glue patterns. Thus, optimal composition generation is
limited. Moreover, the number of composition alternatives depends on the number of
existing patterns rather than the number of individual mashlets. Finally, approaches us-
ing ontologies based on description logic are also used to assist users in selecting and
composing workflow components, e.g. [16]. However, most of these approaches offer
limited support for resolving mismatches that require a collection of converters.

We address the limitations of existing work in automated composition through model
checking and model generation using Alloy. Two important aspects motivated its use
in our work. First, by using the model finder capabilities of Alloy Analyzer it is easy

14 Service composition based on AI planning considers services as atomic actions that have ef-
fects on the state. Given a list of actions that have to be achieved and a set of services that
accomplish them, a plan is an ordered sequence of the services that need to be executed.
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Table 5. Efficiency and scalability aspects of some approaches to automated composition, i.e.
Model Checking with Alloy (MC), Artificial Intelligence Planning (AIP) and Pattern-based (PB)

MC AIP PB

Efficiency (in terms of):
- Automated composition Robust Robust Robust
- Composition correctness Robust Robust Robust
- Optimal composition generation Limited Limited Limited
- Multiple composition alternatives Robust Limited Limited
- Translation to architectural constructs Robust No Support Not Apply
Scalability (in terms of):
- Processing large models Limited Limited Not Apply

Table 6. Results of the scalability experiment. All times are measured in milliseconds.

No. of Converters No. of Signatures Translation Time (TT) Solving Time (ST) TT + ST

4 13 256 47 303
10 21 827 141 968
15 26 1,077 234 1,311
25 36 1,575 453 2,028
50 61 9,376 2,215 11,591

to generate multiple alternative compositions. Secondly, Alloy provides a simple mod-
eling language, based on first-order and relational calculus, that is well-suited for rep-
resenting abstract end-user compositions. Additionally, we used several ADL to Alloy
automated translation methods developed in recent years, e.g. [20,17,29].

One of the widely known problems of using model checking is the combinatorial
explosion of the state-space that limit their scalability when working with large models.
We believe that it is not a major concern in our case. To support this claim, we performed
an experiment in which we increased the number of converters from 4 to 50 to work
with bigger models.15 Table 6 summarizes the results obtained, including those for the
example presented in this paper with 4 converters. TT is the translation time, ST is the
solving time, and the summation of TT+ST is the total time to generate the first possible
solution –following solutions take negligible time.16 Note that the time to generate a
repair alternative in a scenario with 50 converters is about 11 secs. This time is a drastic
improvement over the complexity of resolving such mismatches manually.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

Many composition frameworks today provide support for data mismatch resolution
through special purpose data converters. However, as end users often have several con-
verters to select from, they still have to put significant effort in identifying them and

15 The experiment was performed on a 2.67 GHz Intel(R) Core i7 with 8 GB RAM.
16 TT is the time that the analyzer takes to generate the Boolean clauses; ST is the time it takes

to find a solution with these clauses.
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determining which meet their QoS expectations. In this paper we presented an approach
that automates these tasks by combining architectural modeling, model-generation and
utility analysis. We demonstrated our approach with SWiFT –a web-based tool for
workflow composition, using a simple data-flow composition scenario in the brain
imaging domain. However, we have been working with other domains with different
computation models [15].

Our future work includes exploring the integration of our approach with popular
composition environments and performing usability studies on these environments. We
also plan to study means to make QoS specification more approachable to end users
by considering more real-life situations in specific domains, e.g. in the neuroscience
domain, distortion could refer to a situation in which a converter obscures tumours
of certain diameter. Similarly, as new converters and quality attributes may appear over
time, we plan to define means to evolve the domain specific-functions and QoS profiles.
We are also considering to explore applying the techniques used in this work to other
forms of repairs. e.g. service substitution in workflows with obsolete services.
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